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 Friday, Feb. 13, 1981
Candidates view debate
as helpful to campaigns
by Ruth DeCoster
Despite a rather small turnout at
Wednesday night's presidential candidate
debate. Charles Mercer and Chris McEvoy
said it was informative and useful to their
campaign efforts.
"It was an interesting excercise,"
McEvoy said. "h was an opportunity to
articulate some of our views."
Mercer said the debate was a very good
idea, "but I was sorry not to see more
people there."
He attributed the low attendance to the
weather and a failure to announce the time
of the event.
The debate "gave students the chance to
hear issues," Mercer said. "We did our
best to answer the questions in a fair and
honest way. The panel (consisting of
Andrew °rent!. Stephen Olver. and
Jonathan Norburg) did a good job. They
asked a good variety of questions."
Both candidates said the two vice-
presidential candidates should also have
been at the debate.
"The vice presidents should be included
McEvoy said. "Their views are very
important."
Mercer said the campaign is too
centered around the presidents. "Some-
times people fail to realize how important a
vice president can be. His input is just as
valuable as the president's."
The candidates said the debates, which
were not held last year, could be a helpful
part of the yearly presidential elections.
"Hopefully, (the debate) created voter
interest. Students should realize that each
and every one of them is paying $30.00 to
Student Government and if they don't vote.
they don't get as much out of it." Mercer
said.
He said that if people started caring
more, the administration would also.
"Because then they would have something
to listen to."
McEvoy said the debate emphasized the
differences between the candidates. He
said he felt himself to be "more open to
unconventional solutions" to problems and
"less apt to deal with things by throwing
money at it."
More money-spending does not solve
problems, he said. "We have to look
further than the simple. easy solution right
off the top. I like to keep my mind open.
and it's my personal belief that I see things
in a less cut and dry manner."
Mercer said, "The differences lie in the
way that we would get things done, and the
people we'll get involved."
"It all went very smoothly." Orcutt said.
The University of Maine at Orono
student newspaper
since 1875
Looks like a scene from late spring, right? No such luck, skiers. Feb. 11 at UMO was aday without snow. David[ Lloyd-Rees photo]
Physical Plant plans chemical change in sprays
by Stephen Peterson
Due to concern over chemicals used last
year in the herbicide spraying program on
campus. a new stabilizing base will be
added to the chemicals to prevent leaf
contamination.
The two chemicals presently used in theUMO groundcrew's spraying program are
2-4D (Dichlore phenoxyacetic acid) and a
derivitive. Dicamba (lsooctyl Ester 245
trichlore phenoxyacetic acid). The stabiliz-ing base will be added to 2-4D.
An official in the grounds department
raised some concern about the chemicals.
which are broad leaf plant killers. He
conducted tests on ash leaves last spring
and found they had been damaged and
some species of the leaves could not be
identified due to the damage. The offical
wished not to be identified.
Superintendent of Grounds and Ser-
vices, Peter Dufour, said he knew of the
problem and that it was going to be
corrected. "What we used last spring was
an ester-based 2-4D that allowed the
chemical to float up to the lower ash
leaves." Dufour said. "We are using 2-4D
again this year but it is an amine-based
solution that allows minimum volatility.(floating).
Dicamba, used on the football field in
conjunction with reseeding. is less toxic
than 2-4D. Both are applied with a spray
bar about eight inches from the ground by
people who are lisensed to be applicators.
Dufour said. "They are involved with
application and responsibility of the
mixtures." he said. "We must comply
with federal standards. Believe me. they
know what they are doing."
Extension crops specialist at UMO,
Vaughn Holyoke. agrees that when 2-4D is
applied safely and in the right amount, itwill not harm other plants. 1 have no
reservations about using 2-4D." Holyoke
said. "1 have used these chemicals on my
n lawn within a foot of shrubbery andhad no problems. When it's used withpoor judgement it's not very good."
Dicamba and 2-4D arc used in killing
common oeeds such as chick and knot
weed. dandelions and plantains. One-half
pint per acre of Decamba is currently being
used at UMO and one quart per acre ot
2-4D.
University to participate in health consortium
by Richard Obrey
At its Jan. 26 meeting, the University of Maine Board ofTrustees approved university system participation in the
new Maine Consortium for Health Professions Education.
The Consortium will bring together health care and
educational organizations in Maine with the goal ofimproving the quality of Maine's health care by
"establishing a solid foundation for training qualifiedindividuals, stimulating new ways of looking at oldproblems. and challenging health care specialists toimprove their practices." according to the Consortium'sproposal.
The Chairman of the Board of Trustees. Dr. Stanley J.Evans, called the project "a tremendous idea" that was
"long overdue." Evans. who is on the staff of the EasternMaine Medical Center in Bangor. said he feels "this is theright approach toward an educational need in the healtharea."
Francis A. Brown, former chairman of the Board ofTrustees, said the Consortium will be ''especially effectivein bringing needed health-care expertise into the rural
areas of Maine." It will also act to keep medical personnelin the state "up-to-date on what's new and important."Planning for the Consortium began in 1979 because of
the planned plasing out of a federal program in Maine
called the Area Health Education Center (AHEC). This
program. designed to improve local health care, was
Former Board of Trustees chairman Francis
Brown feels the new consortium will help keep finehealth care In Maine.
begun in 1972. It brought thousands of dollars into the
state as aid for educating allopathic doctors in Maine's
medical centers.
AHEC will be phased out in Septmeber. University
Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy, seeing an "attractive"and "necessary" role for the Uni% ersity to play. asked Dr.Harlan A. Philippi. Director of the University 's Office ofHealth Professions Education at USM. to begin planningfor the Consortium.
A working committee was formed, made up ofadministrators from Maine medical centers and the Schoolof Medicine at Tufts University.
During the I8-month planning stage the committee heldopen forums for state health care and education agencies.Fifty-fiye organizations were represented at the forums,which were then re% iewed at four general committeemeetings.
Members of the Consortium, which has its organiza-tional meeting Thursday. Feb. 12. will include Maineprofessional associations, educational institutions, hospi-tals and health care agencies. and appropriate publicagencies.
The Consortium o ill he o%erseen h% it own Board ofTrustees, composed of two members from the University
of Maine. one each from the Executive and Legislati% cbranches of state government, one from the Maine HealthSystems Agency. five from each of five Regional Councils.
,and the remainder of the 26-member board coming fromvarious Educational councils.
2• 
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Wendzel weaves barbershop tunes
1)% Ruth DeCustei
Prolcssor Robert Wend •ei. in-
-tructor of political science is a,so a
singer of old•fashivaed tunes.
As a ineniber ot the harbersimp
quartet. Four on the Floor. Wend/el
and his compatriots perform around
the state tor various organi/ations.
ehurchcs. hospitals. and civic clubs.
•• In an average performance.—
Wend/el said. "we do about 14
songs. Mostly they're old songs.
ones popular in the first three
decades of the centur%. The newer
songs that we sing are IA ritten in the
same style. they tend to be nostal-
gic.'•
No music is used in barbershop
kerything depends on the
voices of the four men singing. said
Wend/el. "The blend and the
harmon% is the key to it. We're notjust singing the notes."
He said the four men could all be
singing the same note, but, for
example. if their mouths were
shaped differently the resulting
sound would not blend well.
"A tape recorder tells you very.
dead what's wrong." he said.
"When you've been in it for a while.
you want to he good."
Wend/el has been a member of
Four on the Floor for about two and a
half years. singing baritone for the
group. The quartet. along with
another called the Maine Arrange-
ment. is part of the Penobscot
County chapter of the Society for the
Preservation and Encouragement of
Barbershop Quartet Singing in
America.
The Bangor division of the chapter
consists of a chorus of about 50 men.
Wendzel said. He has been involved
with the chapter for six or seven
years. The chorus sings as a group
throughout the year. and every
spring there is an annual show. A
guest barbershop quartet from Bos-
ton performed at last year's show.
The quartets perform indepen-dently of the main chorus. Wendzel
said they receive official barbershop
music from a national headquarters.
"Even though the music has a basic
structure, we change it to fit our
group. We interpret it. andimprovise."
"Our quartet is better with
moderately quicker paced music.
We're not as good with slower
songs. I don't know exactly why.
With more volume, we make a better
blend. There's an intangible ele-
ment that needs to be there." he
said.
Before Wendzel became a mem-
ber of Four on the Floor, he was a
singer in a quartet named The Chord
Blenders. When younger. he sang in
choirs and choruses.
"I've done quite a bit of singing."
he said. "and a little solo work over
the years. I'm very involved with
athletics. but my hobby is the
singing. I enjoy it. It's the only
thing I can do and totally forget
everything, even when I'm tired."
"The beauty of it is that everyoneforgets all their troubles of the day.
Nobody cares how much money they
earn, or where they work. It does alot of people some good. having fun
at the same time.•"
Four on the Floor practice one
night a week. Wendzel also spends
one night each week practicing withthe entire barbershop chorus, prac-ticing a general selection of songs.
Wendzel sings with three other
men. including David Pratt (lead).
Merle Campbell (bass). and Spike
Moffit (tenor).
Forestry seminar scheduled
Forest ecology policies, practices
and problems will be highlighted at an
International Forest Ecology Seminar
Friday. Feb. 20. in 100 Nutting Hall at the
Universit% of Maine at Orono.
The Seminar is sponsored by Xi Sigma
Pi. honorary student forestry society, andis the first event in the School of Fores)Resources' Winter Carnival Weeket.d
nhich will include a contra dance.hroomball. snowshoe races. cross-country
ski races. woodsmen's competition and abonfire. The seminar will be open to thepublic and will begin at 1 p.m.
Dr. Harold E. Wahlgren. forest products
specialist for the USDA Forest Service's
research division. will speak on the role ofthe Forest Service in International Forest-
ry. Wahlgren is currently on leave working
with the Agency for International Develop-
ment AID).
LIMO faculty and students who have had
oiperiences in forestry and wildlife conser-
Low wn
12 n. "MAINE PANORAMA_Multi-media slide show about Inning Maine's economic and seem:res.airces. Lou n Room. MemUnion.
It) p.m. ANIMAL AND VETER1RV IFNCES SEMINAR. Dr.C. al% in Walker. State ExtensionDairy Specialist. %ill speak on "TheI se of High Moisture Corn in CattleRations.** 113 Hitchner.
4:30 p.m. SABBATH EVE SERVI-CES. Sponsored by Hillel.Drummond Chapel.
5:30 p.m. NON-TRADIl ION A
STUDENT POT-LUCK SUPPER.
New man Center.
-• and 9:30 p.m. S.E.A. MOVIE.
"American Gigolo." Hauck.
Admission.
TUESD AI . FEB. 17
-1)0 p.m. USIO INVESTMENTUB. Organuational Meeting.Discussion and lectures on PoliticalEconomv and Investment Analysis.F.A.A. Room. Mem. Union.
vat toil in other areas of the world will
speak. including Dr. Malcolm Hunter on
India; George Ritz. graduate student. Latin
America; Dr. James Sherburne. Third
World countries; Dr. Maxwell McCormack
Jr.. Germany; Dr. Roland Struchtemeyer.the tropics; Barry Christenson. graduate
student, Upper Volta. West Africa; TatSmith, graduate student, Virgin Islands.
;old Dr. Timoth‘ O'Keefe, Wet Africa.
Support Your Local
Old Town - Orow-;
YMCA Through
Contributions to
the "United Way"
H.E. Sargent, Inc.
CAMPUS
CRIER
MEN!--WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! American, For-
eign. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or career. Send $3.00for information. SEAFAX, Dept.
D-10. Box 2049. Port Angeles,Washington 98362.
Room for Rent - Professional)erson with apartment in Bangor
with second bedroom to rent to
upper undergrad or grad stunt.$150 per month. Includes heat and
cable. Call 947-3711. Ext. 2591 days
and leave a message for Cliff.
evenings 945-9649. Be persistent.
Lost Tuesday: Copper bracelet.Indian design on square plates.Great sentimental value. Reward.call 866-7007 evenings.
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year
round. Europe. S. Amer., Australia,
Asia. All fields. $50041200
monthly. Sightseeing. Free info.
Write IJC Box 52-MEI Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625
VALENTINE'S DAY IS JUST
AROUND THE CORNER!
Have you gotten your Valentine
something yet? If not. we have the
answer for you. We will be selling
carnations in the Union. For the best
price around say Happy Valentine's
day with a flower. Fri.. 12-6 ans Sat.,
10-4
S120 for first 15 words
10' each additional word
Per pre-paid ;:lseition
S3.00/three days
S5.00/fiw days
plus 1O' per
additional words 
NEW
gcsualwatgati••
TRY OUR NEW
INFLATION FIGHTER!
Why pay 45' for a
12 oz. can when you can
get a 12 oz. cup
(101/2
 fl. oz.)
for 25c?
ACTUAL SIZE
CANTEEN
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Unlucky Friday myths
sparked by Last Supper
by Andrew Meade
On today, Friday the 13th. the supersti-
tious wear their luckiest clothes and colors(not green - that's bad luck) and they lookboth ways three or more times before
crossing the road or don't even take the
risk and call in sick.
Various people. asked how they felt
about this dreaded date. said, "I always
think about it but I've never heard of
anything happening" or don't bother
with stuff like that."
One man thought for a few seconds then
said. "My wife was born then. That's her
birthday." According to the encyclopedia
of Superstition, his wife is actuall blessed
with good fortune.
The origin of this myth is twofold. Both
Friday and the number 13 are considered
as unlucky. Most sources agree the Crucifi
xion occurred on Friday, thus sealing the
day in infamy. Some people also think 13 is
unlucky since, at the Last Supper. Christ
sal with twelve disciples. The next dayboth He and Judas were dead.
Another possibility stems from a Valhal-
la banquet in Greek mythology, to which 12
gods were invited. Loke, the Spirit of Strife
and Mischief, was said to have intruded.
making 13. Balder, the favorite of the
gods. was subsequently killed.
Much folklore embracing these myths
remains in literature. One story tells of
renumbering the houses on a certain streetin England. A woman, whose house was
assigned number 13, eventually took her
case to the High Court. Real estate agents.
called in for evidence, said the number wasdefinitely damaging to her property as they
would find it very hard to rent a house so
numbered to any tenant. She won the
case, so the story goes. but died from a
heart attack the next day.
The superstitions are still observed all
over the world. Few towns and cities in
France will number a house 13 and many
multi-story buildings everywhere purpose-
fully omit a 13th floor. In some states
Friday is the customary day to hold
executions, simply due to its reputation as
a day of catastrophe.
And for those who want to know:
-It is unlucky to go courting on a Friday.
-If you dream on a Friday night and tellthe dream on the following day, it will
come true.
-Rain on Friday, fine on Sunday.
-Friday is the best day on which to wean
children.
Merger awaits debt solution,
could benefit both campuses
by Sue Wright
• 'We can offer the same services theyThe merger between the BCC and :low have but at a cheaper cost, because ofUMO student governments will become a the greater volume." he said.
reality in the near future. Student
Government President Dave Spellman said
Wednesday.
The merger. proposed earlier this
semester by BCC Student Senate President
Matt King. was temporarily postponed to
give the Cabinet time to explore different
factors.
— Basically we wanted to determine the
extent of BCC's debts, which are about
59.000.00." Spellman said.
The S9.000.00 debt will be paid for out ot
the $20.000.00 BCC received this semester
in student activity fees. This will leave
around $11.000.00 to be included in the
UMO General Student Senate budget. he
said.
Spellman said an agreement would be
set up with the administration to guard
against Orono incurring any further debts
from BCC over and above its allotted
budget.
The merger will benefit both campuses.
Spellman said. UMO will receive more
money and BCC will be eligible for more
services at a lower cost.
Student Government
Election
Wednesday, Feb. 18
Voting for dorm students in
commons and for off-campus,
grad students and fraternities
in the Union.
Absentee ballots available in the
Student Government Office thru
Tuesday the 17th.
Under the merger BCC will have access
to such services as SLS. SEA and OCB.
In the next few days a committee will be
set up "to explore the practical aspects of
how (BCC) will be represented and what
services they want." Spellman said.
"I don't want to see BCC lose out. I
think they'll benefit from this.•• he said.
Spellman favors setting up a BCC
services board to handle programming and
guarantee services on the Bangor campus.
He said this board could possibly work in
conjunction with UMO's IDB or OCB and
obtain services at a discount.
The Bangor campus would have a
representative on the student government
cabinet and would have at least four
senators.
Spellman said that combining the
student governments would also improve
communications with the administration
since it would result in "a united front."
The merger agreement will be sealed
"hopefully in the next few weeks." he
said.
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Jewelry & knicknacs.
Party decorations.
Great gift ideas.
3
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The moon 'center) pokes Its head out in an attempt to take away some of the sun's"turf'. Guess who won out in the end? [David Lloyd-Ress photo)
Ready to teach
home nursing, first aid,
parenting, child care,
vlater safet-N C
Red Cms%: Rtlid, for a no% centur.
12 Main St. Vearie Village
Tel. 942-8111
Delivery over '10 is free!
Under '10 is a '1 delivery fee.
PICTURE& GIFT SHOP
IS FULL OF WONDERFUL WAYS TO SAY
!HAPPY VALENTINES DAY,
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Editorials
Helmet law
There has a ways been somewhat of a paradoxbetween motorcycle use and motorcycle safety.
Motorcycle use implies lun and excitement, not to
mention a cheap, economical form of transportatiorIt conjures up images of an easy rider, his hair flop-ping in the breere.
Motorcycle safety on the other hand connotes a
whole different set of legal, ethical and moral im-plications which legislators and motorcycle en-
thusiasts just can't seem to agree on.
The recent drafting of another mandatory helmetlaw by State Representative John Tuttle, of Sanford,will undoubtedly stir controversy within the state aslegislators will square off against the Maine BikersAssociation, the group which successfully lobbied to
repeal the mandatory helmet law in 1977.
Government has more and more, over the past twodecades, attempted to make responsible decisions for
citizens in areas of public safety for those who cannot
make responsible decisions themselves.
However, currently anyone in Maine has the rightto accept or reject helt.ct wearing if they so choose,even in the face of some hard facts.
Since 1977, when the mandatory helmet law was
repealed in Maine, the motorcycle fatality rate rose60 percent. Nationally the fatality rate has risen 300
to 400 percent. This should tell the ardent but stub-
born biker something.
Perhaps Assistant Director of Police Services
William Prosser said it best recently. When talking
with several student motor cyclists, Prosser said
many told him that only "Jerks" rode bikes without
a helmet.
What more can be said.
If anyone wants to take an added risk on an
already dangerous vehicle it's their perogative. A 20
mile-per-hour crash in a car gives the driver the ad-
vantage of walking away with relatively minor in-juries. A 20 mile-per-hour crash without a helmet on
a bike is inviting death. One student said the other
day he can see both sides of the argument. He
believes a helmet law should be reinstituted but also
rides a bike without such protective headgear. It's
the riders choice. Flirt with disaster, or smarten up
and increase your chances of living.
It is not a matter of politics or whose lobbying ef-
fort will win out. It is a matter of personnal in-
telligence and responsibility for one's actions. Don't
let a state legislature have to dictate your safety. Let
common sense dictate the right move. Wear a
helmet.
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Kitchen
debate
The temperature in the White
House kitchen is getting warmer
every day.
The chef, dietitians and cooks are
attempting to reach an agreement on
how and when to serve the meal.
The discussion concerns such crucial
lecisions as how to prepare the main
dish, first, second and third courses.
hors d' oeuvres, and last but not
least, dessert.
These particular kitchen workers
and their cuisine lean toward the
traditional methods of cookery.
The hors d'oeuvres will include
such delectable delights as hiring-
freeze crackers with a decontrolled
One of the biggest disagreements
among the cooks is over the contents
of the budget-slash soup. Some of
the cooks favor a spicy mixture and
have a taste for rich foods while the
other cooks prefer more bland
dishes. The one thing for sure is that
there are so many cooks working on
the budget-slash soup the end result
is bound to be a watered-down
ersion of the initial mixture. Let's
broth. 
Onethe cooks don't spoil the
One of the more savory courses
scheduled to be served is the sweet
and sour tax-cut dish. This
delectable dish is bound to be a
welcome sight to the hungry souls
gathered at the table. But the main
ingredients seem to be a little on the
spicy side and may cause the taste
buds to become inflated to a point of
devaluing the sensitivity of theg
Some of the cooks argue that if the
lax
-cut dish fails to be palatable
there will be little or no demand for
the capital gravy. The dietitians
included the capital gravy with the
meal because they felt a diuretic
would be needed. In order to
balance the diet there must be a
demand for capital gravy or constipa-
tion may occur.
'Another laxative-based course
planned by the dieticians is the
accelerated
-depreciation salad. The
method of preparation and particular
ingredients to be included is ulti-
mately up to the cooks but no grand
meal is complete without the greens.
If we're lucky, the cooks will take it
easy on the garlic and onions.
The chef appropriately named the
main course of the meal Say's stew.
The chef has said that even after so
many dishes being served he can
tempt the diners into more eating
simply through the exquisite aroma
of his stew. He claims the smell of
his stew is so good that he can
stimulate the digestive juices and
creat a demand for his stew.
Perhaps this dish will prove once and
fosr dseumppalnyda.ctually does createit 
own 
To cap off the meal, small portions
of chocolate-Volcker cookies are
planned. Many chefs consider the
dessert the kingpin of the meal
because the aftertaste is so depen-
dent on the dessert. A fair warning
to cookie monsters: don't try to raid
any cookies before dinner from this
cookie jar. The lid on the jar is so
tight that it squeaks loudly when it is
turned and can be heard for miles.
As guinea pigs to this scrump-
tious gourmet meal, let's hope the
heartburn and indigestion will be
akey
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The fact is that the artical
was a gross misrepresentation
of the situation. Living in adorm is not a right, it is a
privilege. If you abuse that
privilege - you lose it. It's that
simple.
Sincerely,
Stan Eames
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and
Steve Bushnell
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More letters
on page 8
FOCUS
forgotten
To the Editor:
In your recent article con-
cerned with facult -,tudent
relations, several examples of
how the faculty are par-
ticipating in the life of the
university were mentioned.
For those ot us involved with
the programs and services of
the Memorial Union, there
was a conspicious absence of
any reference to the very out-
standing contribution the
faculty makes to our program,
particularly FOCUS. As a
matter of fact, in all aspects of
our activities schedule.
By way of example, in the
same issue that prompts this
note, there was a very out-
standing article concerned
with the British Graphic
exhibit in the Hauck Lobby.
This is the work of a faculty
member, namely Vincent Har-
tgen, of the Art Department
and Director of the UMO Art
Collection. So to Vincent, and
perhaps a majority of the
faculty, the entire staff of the
Memorial Union joins me in
extending a sincere thank you
for making the Union a place
where students and faculty do
unite!
Sincerely,
David M. Rand
Associate Dean of Student Ac-
tivities
Director of Memorial Union
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Letters
EQUAL
TIME
The Maine Campus
welcomes letters to the editor.Letters should be brief andinclude a name and telephone
number.
Names will be withheld only
under special circumstances.
"Anonymous" and openletters, although welcome, will
not be published.[he Maine Campus reservesthe right to edit letters for libel,
clarity, taste and to fit available
space.
Article misrepresented situation
10 the Editor:
I am writing in reference to
the artical printed on Feb. 6
concerning the ousting of Ed
Cutting.
Ed was not ousted for
"speaking his mind". He was
ousted because of his per-
sistant irresponsible behavior
which included just about
anything from flooding abathroom to throwing bags of
rubbish out of the fourth floor
window. In one incident, I
was passing a football aroundjust outside of Dunn when abottle came flying out of the
fourth floor window and
smashed on the sidewalk.
That sidewalk could have been
someone's head. The bottle
was thrown by Ed (I guess he
was just "speaking his
mind").
Several times had BruceHunter (Dunn RD) warned Ed
. that he could be removed fromthe dorm and I can see why af-ter ten write ups his patience
wore thin. If Bruce "sucks"then I guess I do too because I
would have thrown Ed outlong before now. I realize that
Hunter did not comment, butthat is only protocall on
Student government proposal for Bumstock
The Maine Campus received
a cwt ol this leiter addressed
to Vice-President for Student
Affairs, Dr. Thomas /km).
regarding Buinstock.
Dear Dr. Aceto:
This is to express in formal
terms the basic agreement
which arose from our 23
January meeting regarding the
annual student event, Bum-
stock. First, allow us to ex-
press our appreciation for the
consideration which we feel all
concerned have demonstrated
in this matter. We hope that
in any further dealings which
will undoubtedly come about
in the planning of Bumstock
Nine that this framework of
good faith will be maintained.
We feel that the following
items express the general con-
census of all parties as to the
revisions of theme and form
which should come about:
I.) The main event is to
terminate by dark. We cannot
overemphasize the tremen-
dously beneficial effects which
this measure will have on the
overall nature of those who
will attend. In the past year,
there have been dual charac-
teristics to Bumstock, literally
manifested in night and day.
During daylight hours, the
event has been essentially low
key in its tone. However, un-
der the cover of darkness, this
tone has had the tendency to
go to the winds; a disrupti‘e
element enters in the form of
an out of control flow of out-
siders, often from area high
schools. This has traditionally
caused 'problems and com-
plaints from neighbors of the
university regarding noise and
the excessively unruly actions
of local minors who are unable
to handle themselves during
and after participating in this
Cabins function. Not only
will this measure of ending
Bumstock by dark help in
making it more palatable to
the Orono community, but it
also makes good common sen-
se to end it before the cold of a
late April night sets in, as it
will be held much earlier this
spring. Again, this one
measure we most assuredly
feel will change the at-
mosphere surrounding Bum-
stock, making it more
manageable for the Cabineers
to produce, while leaving it as
thc necessary and traditional
break for all university
students that it should be.
2.) Bumstock Nine will run
parallel to a Faculty/Student
weekend. There will be a
cooperative effort within
Student Government with par-
ticipation from the Off-
Campus and Inter-Dormitory
Boards and Student Enter-
tainment and Activities as
well. We hope to have many
more student and non-student
organizations involved, in
what is to be a weekend
devoted to fostering the Maine
spirit which has been long ab-
sent from this campus. Other
events are now in the planning
stages which will work to this
end.
3.) There will be a fun-
damental change in the theme
of Bumstock. This year's
Hummock Nine will have a
subtitle--KEEPING THE
AMERICAN FOLK
TRADITION. It will be
presented to the university
community in order to attract
local folk, jazz and swing ar-
tists. Student entertainers will
be able to see professionals at
work, while having the oppor-
tunity for exposure amongst
their peers. It will be ajoyous and celebrative festival
of art and music for one and
all.
4.) There will be a concer-
ted media cympaign for all the
above. Advertising will be
restricted to the campus area
alone, in hopes of limiting at-
traction to only university
related people. It will be billed
as the even which we
discussed, a weekend for
everyone here at the University
to enjoy. It will be made clear
to the students in attendance
that if the event is to go on, it
must be with the cooperation
of all--reasonable patterns of
behavior must be maintained.
Student marshalls will be in-
troduced, to assist the Cabins
production crew in any
problems with controlling the
flow of outsiders. This will
also help in the maintenance
of better communication bet-
ween the crowd and the crew
in% olved in the technical
product ion.
These items have come
about not in the form of con-
cessions on the part of Student
Government, the Off-Campus
Board or the Cabins, but in
the form of improvements
which we the students felt were
necessary for setting of stan-
dards on our part. These
changes have been proposed in
the light of strong and
traditional support of Bum-
stock on the part of the
student body, as thebeneficial and entertaining
event that it is. Student
Government, the Off-Campus
Board and the Cabins reaffirm
their undying backing of Bum-
stock as a festive occasion
which is necessary for the
maintenance of student's
psychological well-being
amidst the pressures of exams,
homework and academic
competition. Again, we ap-
preciate the good faith which
the administration has
demonstrated in this matter.
We certainly hope that this
good faith will be carried
through in the considertion of
these proposals to keep Bum-
stock alive for this year, and in
years to come.
Sincerely,
David S. Spellman, President
Student Government
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A lone egg sits in an eagle nest. A sign of man's
eagle population through pollution. Prior to large amounts of pollution twothree eggs would by laid and raised successfully by a pair of eagles.
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Professional tree climber, Bernie Thompson of Brewer, checks a nest In eastern Maine.Ile will then band the young birds while the parent birds circle round the nest any wherefrom a radius of one-half mile to thirty feet.
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Accuracy questioned
To the Editor:
The editorial entitled
"Relationships" represents
one of the most irresponsible
pieces of journalism that I
has e obsersed in mans years.
It completely distorts and
misrepresents my position on
faculty-student relations as
presented at the Symposium
on the Quality of Life at UNIO
on Monday, February 2, 1981.
The question of an change
in student-faculty relation-
ships in higher education
during the past 20 years can
hardly he traced to a single
factor such as increased em-
phasis on facults ins olvement
in research and publication.
In fact, faculty research often
calls for strident assistance in a
manner which produces an ex-
cellent opportunity for
student-faculty in
beyond the classroom.
You will note that I
prefaced my remarks at the
symposium by pointing out
that I am completing my twen-
tieth year of full-time in-
Yoh einem as an administrator
(and sometime teacher and
researcher) at ses en different
public and pris ate institutions
and that my comments would
he based on that total es-
perience. Consequently, for
you to assume that I was being
critical of faculty at UM() in
describing the dynamics of
what has occurred on many
university csampuses during
the past 20 years proses that
you were not even present to
hear my remarks. Further-
more, for you to have stated
that I had gone to the Bangor
press with a "one-person per-
spective" reveals how unin-
formed you were when the
editorial was prepared.
You committed the un-
forgis cable sin of belies ing
what you saw printed in the
Bangor Daily News as
representing the total sum of
all that was said at Monday's
faculty-student symposium.
The MA article understan-
dabiy presented only those few
comments which the reporter
thought to be important. Of
necessity they were taken out
of contest. You should have
known better than to write
your editorial statement
without checking with the
original source. Furthermore.
you gave a narrow inter-
pretation to the comments at
to me by the BDA
reporter.
Had you taken the time to
has e attended the Symposium
you would have realiied that it
was a generally up-beat affair.
As Professor Ruth Nadelhaft
reported in her Feb. 6 letter to
the Editor. "much more was
discussed enthusiasticalls
Monday that has been played
up in newspaper accounts so
far.••
Your news storsof
February 5, 1981 and editorial
of February 6, 1981 attempted
to portray that I have been
critical of faculty at UM() 'is-
a-' is their out-of-class
relationship with students.
Nothing could be farther from
the truth. I have often com-
mented on the fine tradition,
which have prevailed at this
rink ersity, despite the 1(11-
bllieril sisties, not the least ol
which is faculty concern for
the total education of the
student. I even prepared a
report last semester at the
req nest of the Chairman of the
Council of Colleges documen-
ting the formal ins oh einem oi
hundreds of UM() faculty in
out-oi-class student act is it ie
and es ent s. lo document thc
amount of informal out-ot-
class contact between students
and faculty would require an
excess's ely large solume.
Stew, I has e worked ex-
tremely hard to des clop strong
and support use relationships
with faculty during my two
and a half years at umo. You
has c done me and the faculty a
great disservice by attempting
to create a conflict where none
exists. Nest time, please don't
attribute any comment to me
unless vou base heard it your-
self.
Sincerely.
Thomas D. Aceto
Defending keg policy
To the l-ditor:
I am writing in concern of
the future plans that the ad-
pinistration has to ban kegs in
the dormitories. I feel that
this notion is going to cause
countless problems later on.
There are basicalls. three
reasons why we purchase kegs
instead of cans and bottles.
The first one is obvious, the
only mess that is left behind by
a keg is spilled beer from
filling people's mugs. This
can ed Iv be cleaned up. Plus
there no hasscl with scat-
tered mpties all oscr the
place. At big parties con-
skim t bottles and cans, a
few N. les always get broken,
leas ill behind a dangerous
mess t deal with. Another
reasor t hat keg beer has a
distill, is better taste than
other beer. In fact, most
people that I have spoken with
say that they prefer keg beer
over bottled and canned
anytime! The third reason
deals with the wallet. Per
ounce, keg beer costs way less
than other beer. It only costs
someone two or three dollars
to buy into a keg party and all
the beer one can drink is free.
That price is a real good
bargain for most people.
Keg parties usually have
more life or "spunk" than
most others. Drinking from a
keg seems to liven up the
mood of the party. People
come together and meet each
other at the keg. Keg parties
are definitely more fun than
beer bottles and cans parties.
If the administration passes
this new rule, they are asking
for trouble. From past ex-
perience, when something is
made illegal, especially
something that so many.
people enjoy, that item or ac-
tivity becomes more abused
than before. I think the ad-
ministration should reesamine
their reasons for this drastic
alteration of the rule book
before a final decision is
reached.
Sincerely,
John Koris
Cheap shots taken at candidate
To the Editor:
On Feb. 10, 1981, a great in-justice was done to Vice-
presidential candidate James
Beaulieu. A viciousl cheap
shot was directed at him from
the audience. It concerned his
apparent leas ing of a number
of Student Government
positions before his term was
up. Many people here in the
UMO community know Jim to
be a hard worker. He has
helped run the World Hunger
film series and has been on the
Board of Directors of the
M.C.A. Center for two years.
I urge all students to support
the candidacy of McEvoy-
Beaulieu for Student Gover-
nment leadership.
Thanks a lot,
David C. Hallowell
0. C. Senator
commentary dave spellman
Cabinet keg resolution• •
Cabinet Resolution Regarding
the Proposed Ban of Kegs on
the Orono Campus of the
University of Maine.
PREAMBLE
While the Executive Cabinet
of the Student Government
concurs with the Ad-
ministration in its belief that
there are definite problems in
the area of student behavior
while under the influence of
alcohol, it most strongly
disagrees with the Ad-
ministration in its approach in
attacking these problems.
Over the past few years there
has been a general trend
toward more rules and
regulations to deal with the
situation.
Restrictions on the
availability and use of alcohol
have met with student ap-
proval to a point some types
of curbing are necessary.
However, they are self-
defeating in their very nature
when students become inclined
to do anything they can in or-
der to get around the rules in
spite of them. The emphasis
changes as especially those
students who are unable to
drink legally often no longer
drink for social reasons, but to
see just what they can get away
with. The perception by
students is that more and more
decisions regarding this aspect
of their personal lives are
being made for them, with
very little note for their
opinions on these matters.
There have been progressive
changes over the past few
years, with various arms of the
Administration slowly en-
tering the life in dormitories.
Residential Life has im-
plemented constantly more
restrictive measures upon
students, often disregarding
fairly substantial student op-
position, and in several instan-
ces not even attempt to in-
volve students in major shifts
in policy enforcement. For
example, recent decisions
regarding police patrols in
dormitories as well as the con-
sideration of their hallways as
"public" were put in force
without the least attempt to
consult students.
Students want to be able to
make decisions for themselves,
just as they will be required to
do when they become fulltime
members of working society.
At present, the possibility of
self-determination is ham-
pered by the Administrative
attitude students percieve
coming out of Student Af-
fairs. Students feel frustrated,
knowing that no matter how
they feel about a certain mat-
ter, such as thi's proposed ban
of kegs, Residential Life and
Student Affairs will go ahead
and do exactly what it plans to
do, regardless of their stand.
This all leads to student
alienation, with this disregard
to their opinions leading them
to the point of apathy, eroding
the spirit which should exist on
this campus.
Students and Student
Government wish to see an
easing of the problems with
discipline and alcohol here atMaine, but they see this wish
being driven further and fur-
ther out of their hands. The
only way in which difficulties
such as these can be alleviated
is when students are treated as
individuals with individual
problems. In order for basic
attitudes toward alcohol to be
affected, There must be a
cooperative effort between
students, staff, administrators
and faculty members. These
attitudes must be brought outin the open to be evaluated. Itis counter productive to shuf-fle them aside with rules and
regulations.
Therefore, the Executive
Cabinet of the Student Gover-
nment unanimously endorses
the following resolution as a
statement of its position
regarding the Student Affairs
and Residential Life proposed
banning of kegs:
Whereas the proposed ban-
ning of kegs would be an over-
reactive measure, causing
students to go off-campus to
consume alcohol, and whereas
kegs foster social interaction
among students, and are and
integral part of college life,
allowing students to learn how
to cope with alcohol in an
open fashion, and whereas the
student input regarding this
proposal is in danger of being
entertained in a token manner,
and whereas this proposal
would be a superficial attack
upon the complex social
problem of alcohol abuse, and
whereas the existing rules,
regulations and restrictions are
more than sufficient in the
constraint of kegs, be it
resolved that the Executive
Cabinet of the Student Gover-
nment declares itself as op-
posed to the proposed banning
of kegs in Presidential dor-
mitories.
We urgently petition thatthe Administrators involved in
making the final decision in
this matter take the above
mentioned factors of student
opinion to heart in their con-
sideration of the proposal.
More substantive gains can be
made in this area of alcohol
and other substance abuse
when students are more ac-tively motivated in this direc-tion. This direction is totallylost when students turn theirbacks upon it due to alienation
and apathy resulting from ex-
cessive rules.
This resolution passed in
cabinet unanimously, 5
February, 1981.
We also urge any interested
students to attend this week's
Senate meeting where this
document will be discussed(6:30 p.m. 153 Barrows.Tuesday night.
Fuzzy
photos
To the Editor:
I haven't written to your
paper before, but as a part-
time photographer, I feel I
must comment on the quality
of your photographs.
I've noticed recently that
your pictures, althouth well-intentioned, have had a fuzzy
tone to them. Surely a sup-
posedly
-professional news-
paper as yourselves could
come up with clear
photographs. I know that if
my picture should ever appearin the Maine Campus my
mother would sure appreciate
a clear copy of me.
Then again, maybe a fuzzy
picture would make my
mother feel like she has a cuter
son than she really does.
Sincerely,
James Knopf
Bradley, Maine
Activity fee defended
To the Editor:
This letter is aimed at people
who continually direct attacks
towards the policy of activity
fees. In ms estimation, these
people have the "speaking
out" capacity of an aphonic.
Readers are interminably sub-jected to this bitching by
students about pas ing a $15
act is it y fee. Well. I'm one
person who is so satisfied with
the results of my activity tee
payment, that I don't care tohear any more of this verbal
castigation levied upon ourfine administration. Saturday
night, after witnessing a
superb basketball game, myfriend and I were treated to
one of the most awe-inspiringfireworks displays everimagined. It was incredible.
Yet, there were only 20 or so
"participants" viewing this
magnificent (n em. Taking in-
to consideration this fact, and
the fact that fireworks (par-
ticularly "weenies") are very
expensive, we decided that we
had just taken part in at least$20 worth of show . Put this
on top of the fact that we also
saw probably. the most exciting
"musical chair." exhibition
conceisable, and in one night
you's c exceeded your $15 ac-
tivity fee. So, you neonates
who care to continue your
crying about such a reasonable
policy as the actisity fee, can
do so with no qualms from
me. But, until you've actually
participated in an "activity',
put a cork in it.
Tom McMahon
350 York Hall
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udents to support
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World news
Philadelphia's Friday the 13th Club
holds first meeting of the year
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - At 8:13
Friday morning, members of
Philadelphia's Friday the 13111 Club
will walk under a ladder, eat a bleak-
fast of 13 items, break mirrors, spill
salt, open umbrellas, joke about black
cats and light three cigarettes on one
match. The ceremony! will wrap up at
10:13 a.m.
"I here's no such thing as had
luck," said Philip Klein, the 74-year-
old club president. "People ought to
hike more courage. show 11101C guts,
and do more things, and not hide
behind LAI:W.1:S, or superstitions.''
Klein is a retired new spaper
publisher, former college president and
city planner who formed the club 45
years ago and is the only original
member sit II actise. The club has 13
members and meets o cry Friday the
13th to give lie to the idea of
riskaidcka phobia - fear of the number
13.
Those who are superstitious consider
Friday the 13th the unluckiest 01 all
day s.
But Klein said. "Superstitions
relating to 13, or any kind 01 super-
stitions, are just silly. They are
hang ups for people who can't cone
with things on their own and can't al-
lord a psychiatrist."
Klein said the Friday the 13th Club
"started as a gimmick" in 1936. "I
was in the advert king business at the
time, and it was a good way to take
people to lunch and entertain
customers," he said.
The fuss oNer Friday the Il3111, ac-
cording to some references, stems from
the fact that Christ was ciueitied on
Friday, and 13 men were present at the
Last Supper. There is also a Viking
fable in iAluch 12 gods were ins lied to a
banquet but 13 showed up and one was
killed.
So the suposition says that if you
must dine on Friday the 1.3th don't eat
with 12 others at the table. Legend
says the first or last to Ike from the
table will die ss !thin a Near.
Klein's response: " Put e malarky .
It's no er happened with us."
On the first Friday the 13th 01 est:1. y
year the club elects Klein president.
"I nominate myself and then close
the nominations because I always pick
up the tab. !Flits Near thew are three
Friday the 13ths, in February. Maid]
and Nos ember, and it's going to he es-
pensk e. which is the unluckiest part 01
the w hole thing."
News Briefs
WATERVILLE, MAINE (AP)
- Colby College has raised its
total charges per student to
$9.090 a year, an increase of
$1,210 or 15.5 percent, it was an-
nounced Thursday.
In a letter to parents and
students, college President
William R. Cotter said the majoi
reasons for the increase, which
takes effect next fall, were con-
tinuing inflation and rising
energy costs.
Colby's financial aid budget.
nearly $2 million this year. will be
increased to reflect the high
charges, he said.
WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Reagan and his wife.
Nancy, hope to raise $200,(X0() in
prk ate contributions to finance a
major refurbishing 01 Iwo floors
in the White House. spokesmen
say.
But the decision to seek private
donations rather than use
$50,000 in federal funds as ailahle
for the job is not directly tied to
Reagan's budget-cutting effort,
says Sheila Patton, Brs. Reagan's
press secretary.
LAS VEGAS, NEV. (AP) - A
23-year-old busboy appeared
before a justice of the peace via
closed-circuit television today
and was ordered held without
bail pending arraignment on
murder and arson charges in
Tuesday night's fire at the 1.as
Vegas Hilton.
Philip Bruce Cline, dressed in
jeans and a black I -shirt,
remained in the main jail while
Justice of the Peace Earle White
Jr. conducted a probable cause
hearing at the nearby court house.
PORTLAND, MAINE (Al') -
A Maine Supreme Court justice
on Thursday threw out the mur-
der cony Klion of James E.
Lew isohn, ruling that the former
protessor was denied his right to
a fair trial so en years ago
because of prejudicial comments
made by the prospect se illtrors
Mot e the trial beon.
Justice Gene Carter, sitting in
Superior Court. set aside
Lewisolm's comiction for the
1974 killing of his wife Roslyn in
their Cape Eli/1010h home and
ordered him released II om prison
within 90 days unless the state
wishes to retry him.
INA pat!
A Weekend Special I
$1.00 Off Any One Item Large
or Extra-large Pizza
(sorry no coupons)
I 154 Park St. 866-5505
" One million served"
NallElome wiallelate
PIZZA
of Orono I
orr! (RpmNow! cram $31+
BILLION. PLUS COST
ovelilitur-6!*
DIM NOW, POLAGAWS
ARt STN44NO BY!
weekeepyWOTititsAtiL
Gromyko accuses United States of
interference in Poland's affairs
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of
State Alexander M. Haig is weighing a
response to the Soviet Union's
violation of diplomatic protocol in
releasing a con findential com-
munication accusing the United States
of interference in Poland and an-
tagonism toward the Kremlin.
U.S. officials were described as
"flabbergasted" by the Soviet action,
a further sign of hardening relations
between the two superpowers since
President Reagan took office.
The central topic of the message
from Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko invoked the two super-
powers' roles in the evolving situation
in Poland, where communist leaders
are striving to cope with labor unrest
that threatens the governmental struc-
ture of the nation.
Release of the !cue!. in vs hieh
DIRECTWAY PAPER
WAREHOUSE
Bond-Mimeo-Duplicate
Xerox-IBM Copy Rolls
Envelopes-Pads
1 oilet & Facial Tissue
Direct Prices
or information call 942-2628
1216 Hammond St.,
Bangor, Me.
Gromyko accuses the United States of
"open interference" in Poland's inter-
nal affairs, violated an age-old
diplomatic practice that formal COM-
munications between g.mernments are
not made public without mutual con-
sent.
The Jan.28 Gromyko letter accuses
the Voice of America and other U.S.
foreign radio operations of airing
"provocatke and instigatory" broad-
casts aimed at generating "unfriendly
sentiments" among Poles toward the
Soviet Union.
Its release left U.S. officials literally
shaking their heads in disbelief. One
official, who asked not to be iden-
tified, said the action "certainly runs
counter to the long-standing principle
of confidentiality with regard to such
exchanges."
STUDENTS
"We're Still Here to Save You
Money"
RENT-A-LIFT or RENT-A-BAY
Do Your Own Auto Repairs
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. — 8:()Oam to 8:00pm
Sat. — 9:00am to ,:00pm
Sun. — 10:00am to 4:00p
DIRECT WAY SERVICE
1216 Hammond St. Bangor
942-2782
Pharmaceutical Sales
Stuart Pharmaceuticals is a dynamic and innovative
organization and a highly respected name in ethical
pharmaceuticals with such products as HIBICLENS.
MYLANTA and NOLVADEX AX We are proud of the
technological expertise that has resulted in our introduc-
tion of important new products aimed at major diseases
Succeed in a vital and rewarding career interfacing with
the medical community as a Sales Representative for
Stuart Pharmaceuticals.
We offer full salary while training, outstanding career
growth opportunities with promotion from within,
company car, relocation assistance if necessary and an
excellent benefit program
If you will receive a BS or BA with a major in. ANY LIFE
SCIENCE, CHEMISTRY or BIOCHEMISTRY, PHARMACY.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY, NURSING. BUSINESS AD-MINISTRATION/MARKETING, then this may be just the
opportunity you're seeking Additional requirements
include a strong desire to begin your career in sales, a high
sense of professionalism, and an articulate poised and
self-confident manner
ON FEBRUARY 20
we will be conducting campus interviews Interested
students should immediately contact the Placement Office
regarding sign-up procedures
STUART
PIIARMACEUTICALS
as Inc
Wilmington, Delaware 19897
An Equal Opportunity Ernployor MF
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Accuracy questioned
To the Editor:
The editorial entitled
"Relationships" represents
one of the most irresponsible
pieces of journalism that I
have obsersed in mans years.
It completely distoris and
misrepresents my posh ion On
facults•-student relations as
presented at the Symposium
on the Quality of Life at UM()
on Mondas. February 2, 1981.
The question of an change
in student-faculty relation-
ships in higher education
during the past 20 years can
hardly he traced to a single
factor such as increased em-
phasis on faculty ins olvement
in research and publication.
In fact, faculty research often
calls for student assistance in a
manner which produces an ex-
cellent opport units' for
student-faculty in
bes ond the classroom.
You will note that I
prefaced my remarks at the
ssmposium hs pointing out
that I am completing my twen-
tieth year of full-time in-
yob einem as an administrator
(and sometime teacher and
researcher) at se' en different
public and pris ate institutions
and that ms comments would
he based on that total ex-
perience. Consequently, for
vou to assume that I was being
ciitical of faculty at UMO in
describing the dynamics of
what has occurred on many
unisersity csampuses during
the past 20 years proses that
you were not es enpresent to
hear my remarks. Further-
more, for you to have stated
that I had gone to the Bangor
press with a "one-person per-
spective" reveals how unin-
formed you were when the
editorial was prepared.
You committed the un-
forgis cable sin of belies ing
what you saw printed in the
Bangor Daily News as
representing the total sum of
all that was said at Monday's
faculty-student symposium.
The BDN article understan-
dably presented only those few
comments which the reporter
thought to he important. Of
necessity thes v.-ere taken out
of context. You should have
known better than to write
your editorial statement
without checking with the
original source. Furthermore,
you gave a narrow inter-
pretation to the comments at-
tributed to me by the BDN
reporter.
Had you taken the time to
have attended the Symposium
you would have reali/ed that it
was a generally up-beat affair.
As Professor Ruth Nadelhaft
reported in her Feb. 6 letter to
the Editor, "much more was
discussed enthusiastically
Monday that has been played
up in newspaper accounts so
far."
Your news story of
February 5, 1981 and editorial
of February 6, 1981 attempted
to portray that I have been
critical of faculty at UMO vis-
a-vis their out-of-class
relationship with students.
Nothing could be farther from
the truth. I have often com-
mented on the fine traditions
which has e prevailed at this
unis ersity. despite the !Ur-
bUICIII sixties, not the least of
which is faculty concern for
the total education of the
student. I even prepared a
report last semester at the
request of the Chairman of the
Council of Colleges documen-
ting the formal ins oh•ement of
hundreds of UM() faculty in
out-of-class student actisities
and es cuts. -To document the
amount of informal out-of-
class contact between students
and faculty would require an
excess's els- large s olume.
Stew, I haw worked ex-
tremely hard to develop strong
and supportise relationships
with faculty during my two
and a half years at UMO. Youhave done me and the faculty a
great disservice by attempting
to create a conflict where none
exists. Nest time, please don't
attribute any comment to me
unless you have heard it your-
self.
Sincerels,
Thomas D. Aceto
Defending keg policy
To the Editor:
I am writing in concern of
the future plans that the ad-
;ministrat ion has to ban kegs in
the dormitories. 1 feel that
this notion is going to cause
countless problems later on.
There are basically three
reasons why we purchase kegs
instead of cans and bottles.
The hist one is obvious, the
only mess that is left behind by
a keg is spilled beer from
filling people's mugs. This
can ea lv be cleaned up. Plus
there no hasscl with scat-
tered ,..;npties all (Is er the
place At big parties con-
sistin. ,t bottles and cans, a
less b. • L's always get broken,
leas in behind a dangerous
mess I s deal with. Another
reason t hat keg beer has a
distinel Is better taste than
other beer. In fact, most
people that I have spoken with
say that they prefer keg beer
over bottled and canned
anytime! The third reason
deals with the wallet. Per
ounce, keg beer costs way less
than other beer. It only costs
someone two or three dollars
to buy into a keg party and all
the beer one can drink is free.
That price is a real good
bargain for most people.
Keg parties usually have
more life or "spunk" than
most others. Drinking from a
keg seems to li‘ en up the
mood of the parts. People
come together and meet each
other at the keg. Keg parties
are definitely more fun than
beer bottles and cans parties.
If the administration passes
this new rule, they are asking
for trouble. From past ex-
perience, when something is
made illegal, especially
something that so many
people enjoy, that item or ac-
tivity becomes more abused
than before. I think the ad-
ministration should reexamine
their reasons for this drastic
alteration of the rule book
before a final decision is
reached.
Sincerely,
John Koris
Cheap shots taken at candidate
To the Editor:
On Feb. 10, 1981, a great in-justice was done to Vice-
presidential candidate James
Beaulieu. A viciously cheap
shot was directed at him from
the audience. It concerned his
apparent leaving of a number 
commentary
Cabinet keg resolution
of Student Government
positions before his term was
up. Many people here in the
UMO community know Jim to
be a hard worker. He has
helped run the World Hunger
film series and has been on the
Board of Directors of the
M.C.A. Center for two years.
I urge all students to support
the candidacy of NUE% oy-
Beaulieu for Student Go“:r-
nment leadership.
Thanks a lot,
David C. Hallowell
0. C. Senator
Cabinet Resolution Regarding
the Proposed Ban of Kegs on
the Orono Campus of the
University of Maine.
PR E AM BEE
While the Executive Cabinet
of the Student Government
concurs with the Ad-
ministration in its belief that
there are definite problems in
the area of student behavior
while under the influence of
alcohol, it most strongly
disagrees with the Ad-
ministration in its approach in
attacking these problems.
Over the past few years there
has been a general trend
toward more rules and
regulations to deal with the
situation.
Restrictions on the
availability and use of alcohol
have met with student ap-
proval to a point some types
of curbing are necessary.
However, they are self-
defeating in their very nature
when students become inclined
to do anything they can in or-
der to get around the rules in
spite of them. The emphasis
changes as especially those
students who are unable to
drink legally often no longer
drink for social reasons, but to
see just what they can get away
with. The perception by
students is that more and more
decisions regarding this aspect
of their personal lives are
being made for them, with
very little note for their
opinions on these matters.
There have been progressive
changes over the past few•
years, with various arms of the
Administration slowly en-
tering the life in dormitories.
Residential Life has im-
plemented constantly more
restrictive measures upon
students, often disregarding
fairly substantial student op-
position, and in several instan-
ces not even attempt to in-
volve students in major shifts
in policy enforcement. For
example, recent decisions
regarding police patrols in
dormitories as well as the con-
sideration of their hallways as
"public" were put in force
without the least attempt to
consult students.
Students want to be able to
make decisions for themselves,
just as they will be required to
do when they become fulltime
members of working society.
At present, the possibility of
self-determination is ham-
pered by the Administrative
attitude students percieve
coming out of Student Af-
fairs. Students feel frustrated,
knowing that no matter how
they feel about a certain mat-
ter, such as this proposed ban
of kegs, Residential Life and
Student Affairs will go ahead
and do exactly what it plans to
do, regardless of their stand.
This all leads to student
alienation, with this disregard
to their opinions leading them
to the point of apathy, eroding
the spirit which should exist on
this campus.
Students and Student
Government wish to see an
easing of the problems with
discipline and alcohol here atMaine, but they see this wish
being driven further and fur-
ther out of their hands. The
only way in which difficulties
such as these can be alleviated
is when students are treated asindividuals with individual
problems. In order for basic
attitudes toward alcohol to be
affected, There must be a
cooperative effort between
students, staff, administrators
and faculty members. These
attitudes must be brought out
.in the open to be evaluated. Itis counter productive to shuf-fle them aside with rules and
regulations.
Therefore, the Executive
Cabinet of the Student Gover-
nment unanimously endorses
the following resolution as a
statement of its position
dave spellman
regarding the Student Affairs
and Residential Life proposed
banning of kegs:
Whereas the proposed ban-
ning of kegs would be an owl--
reactive measure, causing
students to go off-campus to
consume alcohol, and whereas
kegs foster social interaction
among students, and are and
integral part of college life,
allowing students to learn how
to cope with alcohol in an
open fashion, and whereas the
student input regarding this
proposal is in danger of being
entertained in a token manner,
and whereas this proposal
would be a superficial attack
upon the complex social
problem of alcohol abuse, and
whereas the existing rules,
regulations and restrictions are
more than sufficient in the
constraint of kegs, be it
resolved that the Executive
Cabinet of the Student Gover-
nment declares itself as op-
posed to the proposed banning
of kegs in Presidential dor-
mitories.
We urgently petition thatthe Administrators involved in
making the final decision in
this matter take the above
mentioned factors of student
opinion to heart in their con-
sideration of the proposal.
More substantive gains can be
made in this area of alcohol
and other substance abuse
when students are more ac-tively motivated in this direc-tion. This direction is totallylost when students turn theirbacks upon it due to alienation
and apathy resulting from ex-
cessive rules.
This resolution passed in
cabinet unanimously, 5
February, 1981.
We also urge any interested
students to attend this week's
Senate meeting where thisdocument will be discussed(6:30 p.m. 153 Barrows.
Tuesday night.
Fuzzy
photos
To the Editor:
I haven't written to your
paper before, but as a part-
time photographer, I feel I
must comment on the quality
of your photographs.
I've noticed recently that
your pictures, althouth well-
intentioned, have had a fuzzy
tone to them. Surely a sup-
posedly
-professional news-
paper as yourselves could
come up with clear
photographs. I know that if
my picture should ever appearin the Maine Campus my
mother would sure appreciate
a clear copy of me.
Then again, maybe a fuzzy
picture would make my
mother feel like she has a cuter
son than she really does.
Sincerely,
James Knopf
Bradley, Maine
Activity fee defended
To the Editor:
This letter is aimed at people
who continually direct attacks
towards the policy of activity.
fees. In my estimation, these
people have the "speaking
out" capacity of an aphonic.
Readers are interminably sub-jected to this bitching by
students about paying a $15
act is it y fee. Well. I'm one
person who is so satisfied with
the results of my activity fee
payment, that I don't care tohear any more of this verbal
castigation levied upon ourfine administration. Saturday
night, after witnessing a
superb basketball game, myfriend and I were treated to
one of the most awe-inspiringfireworks displays everimagined. It was incredible.
Yet, there were only 20 or so
"participants" viewing this
mamt icent es ent. Taking in-
to consideration this fact, and
the tact that fireworks (pat
ticularly "weenies") are sets
expenske, we decided that we
had just taken part in at least$20 worth of show. Put this
on top of the fact that we also
saw probably the most exciting
"musical chairs" exhibition
concebable. and in one night
you've exceeded your $15 ac-
tis its fee. So, you neonates
who care to continue youi
crying about such a reasonable
policy as the actisity fee, can
do so with no qualms from
me. But, until you've actually.
participated in an "activity",
put a cork in it.
Tom McMahon
350 York Hall
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World news
 IMP!
Philadelphia's Friday the 13th Club
holds first meeting of the year
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - At 8:13
Friday morning, members of
Philadelphia's Fridas the 13th Club
will walk under a ladder, eat a break-
fast of 13 items, break mirrors, spill
salt, open umbrellas, joke about black
cats and light three cigarettes on one
match. The L.:lemons will wrap up at
10:13 a.m.
"Fhere's no such thing as had
luck,— said Philip Klein, the 74-% ear-
old club president. "People ought 10
has c more coin age. show more guts,
and do more things, and not hide
behind escuses. Or superstitions."
Klein is a retired newspaper
publisher, former college president and
cits planner who formed the club 45
years ago and is the only Or
member sill! adise. The club has 13
members and meets every Fridas the
13th to give lie to the idea of
riskaidekaphobia - tear of the HUM her
13.
sl.lious considerThose who are stiller
Friday the 13th the unluckiest ol all
dass.
But Klein i said. "Superstitions
relating to 13, or any kind of super-
stitions, are just silly. The arehallows for people who can't cope
I! in things on their (mil and can't at -
tol d a ps.chiatrist."
Klein said the Friday the 13th Club
"started as a gimmick" in 1936. "1
wits in the ads err king business at the
time, and it was a good way to takepeople to lunch and entertain
customers," he said.
The [Us,. over Friday the 13th, ac-
cording to some references. stems from
the fact than Christ was mi.:died on
Friday, and 13 men were present at the
Last Supper. There is also a Vikingfable in ss hick 12 gods were iris lied to a
banquet but 13 showed up and one was
killed.
So the supei Nihon sass Ihar if you
must dine on Friday the 13th don't eat
with 12 others at the table. Legend
says the first or last to rise from the
table will die within a year.
Klein's response: "Pure malarks.
It's nes er happened with us.''
On the first Vridas the I 3111 ot es as
year the club elects Klein president.
••1 nominate myself and then close
the nominations because I ahNays pick
up the tab. this Near Oleic are three
Friday the 13ths, iii Februars, Match
and No ember, and it's going to be ex-
pensis e, which is the unluckiest part ol
the w hole thing."
News Briefs
WATERVILLE, MAIM - (
- Colbs. College has raised its
total charges per student to
$9,090 a year, an increase ol
$1,210 or 15.5 per-cent. it was an-
nounced Thursday.
In a letter to parents and
students, college President
William R. Cotter said the majoi
reasons for the increase, which
takes effect next fall, were con-
tinuing inflation and rising
energy costs.
Colby's financial aid budget.
nearly $2 million this year, will be
increased to reflect the high
charges, he said.
WASHINGTON (Al') -
President Reagan and his wile.
Nancy, hope to raise $200.0(X) in
pris ate contributions to finance a
major refurbishing of two floors
in the White House. spokesmen)
say.
But the decision to seek pm ai e
donations rather than use
$50,000 in federal funds aYailable
for the job is not directly tied to
Reagan's budget-eutting effort.
says Sheila Patton. Brs. Reagan's
press secretars.
LAS VEGAS, NEV. (AP) - A
23-year-old busboy appeared
before a justice of the peace via
closed-circuit telesision today
and was ordered held without
bail pending arraignment on
murder and arson charges in
Tuesday night's fire at the Las
Vegas Hilton.
Philip Bruce Cline, dressed in
jeans and a black I -shirt.
remained in the main jail while
Justice of the Peace Earle White
Jr. conducted a probable cause
hearing at the nearby courthouse.
POR ELAND, MAINE (AP) -
A !slain): Supreme Court justice
on 'Thursdas threw out the mur-
der consi.tion of James F.
Less isohn, ruling that the former
professor ‘Nas denied his right to
a fan trial se\ en years ago
because of prejudicial comments
wade bN the prospechse jurors
before the trial beetan.
Justice Gene Carter. sitting in
Superior Court, set aside
Lewisohn's cony jet ion for tine
1974 killing of his wife Roslsn in
their Cape Eli/abeth home and
ordered him released In our prison
within 90 days unless the state
wishes to retry him.
41111111•• 4411•111•
it PIZZA
of Orono
Weekend Special I$1.00OffAl1 One Item Large
or Extra - la rge Pizza
(sorry no coupons)
I 154 Park St. 866•55O5'
"One million served"
THE AMATING-
WK
parr WAif! LAE%
Sow! 091.Y $39.
&LIAM. PIUS C051
OveRRUNS!.
DIAL NOW, PculkAS
AP e STAMM BY!
Gromyko accuses United States of
interference in Poland's affairs
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of
State Alexander M. Haig is weighing a
response to the Soviet Union's
violation of diplomatic protocol in
releasing a conf indent com-
munication accusing the United States
of interference in Poland and an-
tagonism toward the Kremlin.
U.S. officials were described as
"flabbergasted" by the Soviet action,
a further sign of hardening relations
between the two superpowers since
President Reagan took office.
The central topic of the message
from Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko invoked the two super-
powers' roles in the evolving situation
in Poland, where communist leaders
are striving to cope with labor unrest
that threatens the gosernmental struc-
ture of the nation.
Release of the letter. in which
DIRECT WAY PAPER
WAREHOUSE
Bond-Mimeo-Duplicate
Xerox-IBM Copy Rolls
Envelopes-Pads
1 oilet & Facial Tissue
Direct Prices
For information call 942-2628
1216 Hammond St.,
Bangor, Me.
Gromyko accuses the United States of
"open interference" in Poland's inter-
nal affairs, violated an age-old
diplomatic practice that formal com-
munications between governments are
not made public without mutual con-
sent.
The Jan.28 Gromyko letter accuses
the Voice of America and other U.S.
foreign radio operations of airing
"provocative and instigators." broad-
casts aimed at generating "unfriendly
sentiments" among Poles toward the
Soviet Union.
Its release left U.S. officials literally
shaking their heads in disbelief. One
official, who asked not to be iden-
tified, said the action "certainly runs
counter to the long-standing principle
of confidentiality with regard to such
exchanges."
STUDENTS
"We're Still Here to Save You
Money"
RENT-A-LIFT or RENT-A-BAY
Do Your Own Auto Repairs
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. — 8:00am to 8:00pm
Sat. — 9:00am to y:00pm
Sun. — 10:00am to 4:00p
DIRECTWAY SERVICE
1216 Hammond St. Bangor
942-2782
Pharmaceutical Sales
Stuart Pharmaceuticals is a dynamic and innovative
organization and a highly respected name in ethical
pharmaceuticals with such products as HIBICLENS.
MYLANTA and NOLVADEX AX We are proud of the
technological expertise that has resulted in our introduc-
tion of important new products aimed at major diseases
Succeed in a vital and rewarding career interfacing with
the medical community as a Sales Representative for
Stuart Pharmaceuticals.
We offer full salary while training, outstanding career
growth opportunities with promotion from within.
company car. relocation assistance if necessary and an
excellent benefit program
If you will receive a BS or BA with a major in. ANY LIFE
SCIENCE. CHEMISTRY or BIOCHEMISTRY, PHARMACY.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY, NURSING. BUSINESS AD-
MINISTRATION/MARKETING, then this may be just the
opportunity you're seeking. Additional requirements
include a strong desire to begin your career in sales, a high
sense of professionalism, and an articulate, poised and
self-Confident manner
ON FEBRUARY 20
. we will be conducting campus interviews. Interested
students should immediately contact the Placement Office
regarding sign-up procedures
STUART
PHARMACEUTICALS
, ,
Wilmington, Delaware 19897
An Equal Oppoftunlly Employer WI,
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Sports
Bears tackle Beanpot winner Harvard
by Scott Cole
9 he 1. \I( ) hoclso team wIIIos:
looking to make a clean sweep id the
season's competition against Is s.
League schools when it takes on the
newly-crowned Beanpot Champions,
Harvard, tonight at 7:30 (WMEB) at
Bright Hockey Center in Cambridge.
Y up. the Bears have unquestionably-
!lad the Ries' number in the winier ice
wars, cleaning up on Brown, Cornell,
Princeton, Darimouth and Yale. But
making the Crimson the sixth and final
victim won't be pie and ice cream for
Jack Semler's squad.
'though ii is 8-11 ()serail, 5-9 in the
LCAC, and 1-4 .n 1 .1e 1 1 . y I eague. the
Crimson will not be pushos • just ask
Boston I nisei-sit and Boston College.
Coach BM Clears 's skaters knocked
oft Boston t ins etsits in the first round
ot the Beanpoi Fournes at Boston
Garden, then turned around and took
home the championship ot Boston-
arc:I college 110Ck0 bs. beating BC 2-0
Mond,p mg ht for the championom p.
ade Lau sparkled in goal for Har-
vard in that Beanpot championship
game, and he'll be assigned to keep the
Bears at bay tonight. On the season
!ALI is 7-8-0 with a 4.54 goals-against
average. Clears will need for I.au to be
at his best for the Crimson want this
game and the rest of the games on its
,,•hedule badly. Harvard is in 13th
place out of the 17 learns in the ECAC
and has to win six out of its final seven
gamest() pick up a plav off berth.
"You guys have already made the
playoffs, how about letting us have this
one," joked a Harvard spokesman
Thursday afternoon.
"Seriously though, we can control
our own destiny because we play all the
teams that are ahead of us." said the
spokesman.
Harvard has two games remaining
with Yale and single games with Prin-
ceton, Cornell, and Dortmouth. It
must lease all the preceding teams lying
dead by the side of the road to sneak
into the playoffs.
Maine is sitting much prettier than
Harvard as far as post-season
possibilities. In fact, fourth place
compared to Harvard's 13th sounds
downright comfortable.
Aside from tonight's tango with
Harsard. the Bears list remaining Div.
I games with BC, Colgate, New Ham-
pshire, Prividence and Northeastern.
The Blue and White are 20-6 ()serail,
more importantly 10-5 in the ECAC.
It would take a total collapse for Maine
to miss the plasoffs.
A collapse just doesn't seem to be on
the horlion for the Bears. After back-
to-back losses
Bears hate
Bowdoin. and
to BU and UNH, the
regrouped to drop
last weekend turned' in
Three ke rebounders in Maine's Iwo home games will be Barb Dunham (42,
left). Jody king (50), and Beth Hamilton (45). .I-he 8-7 Bears play UMPI tonight
at 7:31) and Pl)mouth Stale tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 (Ferazzi photo)
•••
MEDICAL SCHOOL in ITALY
We offer complete services for admission
including documentation and required
language andcultural courses.Call or write:
ITALIAN CULTURAL STUDIES ASSOC
(401)751-7599
225 Broadway
Providence, R. I. 02903
UMO's Robert Lafleur (10) and captain Bill Demianiuk (24) rush up the ice
against Vale. Maine goes for a clean sweep of the Its League teams tonight inCambridge (Ferazzi photo)
two solid performances in downing
Yale and St. Lawrence at Allond
Arena.
A big part of the Bears' weekend
whitewash was goalie Jeff Nord. The
Quincy, Mass, junior kicked out 34
shots and came up with some clutch
saves in overtime in the win over Yale,
and came back with another strong
performance a night later in turning
away 45 SLU shots. He was named
Goalie of the Week in the EC-AC and is
the league's winningist goalie at 14-4.
His 3.85 goals-against aserage is sixth
best in the ECAC.
?K.:" .G• • LeA0 
 .O'42
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BLACK BEAR ICE CHIPS...Gary
Conn, who bagged his 100th career
goal last weekend, is second in scoring
in the ECAC with 11 goals and 16
assists, he trails Clarkson's Brian
Cleaver by a point...Semler will have
to reshuffle at least one line tonight,
winger Jon Leach injured ligaments in
his left knee in the St. Lawrence game
and could very well miss the rest of the
season, a tough break for a
senior...That Grey Weiker who plased
goal for St. Lass relics: against the Bears
is the son of Connecticut senator
Lowell Weikcr.
'fills Valentine's Day
Givellie Best Gift
tik-Itound
A heart shaped Napoli Piz.,
your order todal.
Call 866-5505
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Wilson St., Brewer
Men's Suits
Any Suit $50°°
2,3& 4 piece
From $14" - $27°°
Names Like
Hart, Shafer & Marks
Austin Reed
Barister
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Ernie Clark'
Memorial Gym hoop attendence is "The Pit(s)"You might not realize it fromlooking at some of the crowds at
Memorial Gymnasium, but theUniversity of Maine basketball
team has played in front of nearly75,000 fans this year, home and
away.
01 course, if you subtract the
23,515 bluegrass boys that saw
Maine lose to Kentucky, over
50,000 paying customers have
still seen the Black Bears in ac-
tion. Now while 50,000 fans may
sound like a lot, divided by 20
games played thus far this year(not counting Kentucky), the
average attendance for Mainebasketball, home and away, is
2,532 fans per contest.
While 2,532 might overflow
the Memorial Gym, this number
is inflated by games in Bangor
and Portland, where attendance
in each area has averaged more
than 3,000 per game.
This leaves Pit attendance at an
average of 1,700 per outing,
do w n significantly from five
years ago. A recent home game
against St. Michaels' drew only
700 fans, something unheard of
in modern UMO basketball cir-
cles.
With 3,700 All-Sports holders,
why is basketball afiendance•
do w n?
Apparently the problem isn't
limited to Maine college and high
school basketball, which is also
fooling the effects of decreased
attendance. A recent chat it Ii
Boston Unix ersity Assistant
Sports In Director Ed
McGrath re i ealed that mans ot
the Boston-area colleges are
having trouble drawing crib% ds.
The only exceptions to this
problem, according to McGrath,
are nationally
-ranked UConn.
and high
-flying Northeastern.
Even Boston College, nowgenerally acknowledged is the top
New England club, is notdrawing the crowds that have
roamed Chestnut Hill in the past.
One of the reasons for thedwindling basketball fanaticism
must involve the recent growth of
college hockey in New England.
ECAC hockey clubs have been
able to attain national
recognition t n a regular basis,
partially beca Ise of the low num-ber of teams iniolved in
collegiate hockey. Hockey has
become a social ei cm, at leasthere on campus, as persons going
to a hockey game will undoub-
tedly run inot many friends.
while the basketball fan k pet-
ceived as more of a die-hard jock.
Ticket prices are also a factor
in the reduced attendance at
basketball games. The $4.00
ticket price, when combined with
the social atmosphere of the
hockey game, tends to make
those %%nil an outside into iii
sports to choose the fast pace of a
hockey game over the tenacit of
basketball.
But still, why doesn't a
traditional rivalry such as Maine-
Boston University basketball
draw more than 1,700 at the Pit?
If the Black Bears are going to
compete against national powers
as DePaul, Texas A&M and Ken-
tucky, they. arc going to need
some help in getting fan support.
While the hockey program has
their Slap-shot promotion, Maine
basketball has nothing other than
the Bouncing Bears or the Vickie
Daigle gymnasts as added attrac-
tions to lure persons to the gate.
Some commercialism, even on
the college front. can do nothing
but increase popularity, or at
least drawing power. Diiision 1
athletics are big business.
Scheduling is another area
which can be handled to the
benefit of all programs. While
hockey, with its self-evident
drawing power, could seemingly
put 3,(0() fans into Alfond Arena
on a Sunday morning, basketball
has trouble making the cracker -
box known as the Pit look half-
full on many occasions.
A look at the schedule shows
that hockey currently has nine
Orono dates on either Friday and
Saturday nights, while the
basketball club has four weekend
dates at the Pit. And while
Alfond Arena can host some of
the most presitgious hockey
teams in the nation, Memorial
Gym is reser\ ed for such
dynasties as Maris!, St. Michaels'
and Siena.
The university schedulers sim-
ply have to use a bit more force to
get some known quantities to
conic to the north country.
One final step might be to
change the schedules to enhance
the drawing power of sports
which need advantageous dates
to fill their auditoriums. In this
case, reversing the predominant
scheduling of hockey on Friday
and Saturday. night with the
present "schedule as you call" at-
titude that has been taken toward
basketball might he an adequate
solution.
Hockey players and fans alike
know that Allond Arena will be
full no matter when the Black
Bears take to the ice. Basket-
ball's popular0, evidently'.
needs sonic. assistance. You can't
expect a winning team when only
nine games are plaed at home.
And for the fans who decide
not to watch UM() basketball
because there is no outstandivg
superstai thrilling the crowd NN 1111
chocolate thunder stinks and
behind the back-between the legs
dribbling, open your eyes, you
don't es en know what you're
iii
Basketball team tries to break losing skein in Dixie
bs Ernie Clark
The University ot Maine Black Bear
basketball team will look to break a
mo-game losing streak Saturcla tug hi
when it faces an up-and-down Link er-
sity of North Carolina:. Wilmington
club on the first leg of a two-game road
trip.
Skip Chappelle's Black Bears hair:
had a week to recuperate from a two-
game set last weekend the would
rather forget. Losses to Villanova and
New Hampshire last Saturday and
Monday have put the Black Bears'
home court adiantag.e in the first
rotund of the ECAC-North playoffs injeopardy, but a successful road trip
would rekindle such flames as the
season winds down and the ECM%
North playoff selection committee
readies its recommendations.
But road trips haie not been the for-
te of the 1980-81 edition of the Black
Bear basketball team as Maine is just 5-
In in games not plased in Alenio, 1.1!
Gy mnasium. Because of the
geographical length oh this latest jour-
ney, which will start in Wilmington,
N.C. and continue into Teaneck N.J.
for a Monday night matchup against
Fairlcigh-Dick Olson before Maine
returns home, Chappelle admits a split
during this trip would be a good per-
formance.
"A lb e-day trip and two games is a
verN tough athletic situation," he said.
" The only thing tougher is back-to
back games on the road."
UNC/Wilmington starting lineup
are for w aids Shawn Williams
(11.4ppg) and Rand !McMillan and
guards Frankie Dickens (67 assists) and
Edw a rd 'Timmons.
"At their place, they're really
tough." Chappelle said. "The dif-
ference might be in the site. The fur-
ther awaN from home you play, the
tougher it is to win."
Maine will counter with a Niarting
lineup that has taken the team through
.•ood times and heart bi caking losses.
HY-WAY SERVICE GARAGE
— 
USED AUTO PARTS —
BUY USED.. SAVE MONEY!
All Kinds Of Used Auto Parts
Cars & Trucks Bought & Sold
827-5568
4 MILES NORTH OF OLD TOWNON ROUTE 2 - MILFORD. MAINE
teb-P 'Tlrie'"
44.1.1111c1311'
We Boy Wrecked Cars
Champ Godbolt will be a key in the
Black Bear backcourt. The 6-4
sophomore has lost some of his scoring
touch in recent outings, and Chappelle
is counting on the clever guard to come
ut of his slump on the road trip ii the
Bears are to be succcsstul. Rick
Carlisle. Jim Mercer, Clay Gunn and
Daie Wyman will also !lase Ilea% y bur-
dens lo bear if the 11-10 Black Bears
are to return from the south aboie
.500.
(cf-
Kaiser's
Pastrami, Ham & Cheese, and Roast Beef
Served on piping hot Kaiser Rolls or Rye Bread
SPECIAL: FREE ORDER OF FRIES
with purchase of a Kaiser Roll,
44 Main St., Downtown Bangor
‘Vinter hours: 11-5 Mon-Fri, Sats 'til 4
DOMINO'S
I lappy hour 4- 8 p.m.
Monday - Friday
Featuring
Frank Scalfone
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
night
6 Union St.
nder the Bridge
Bangor
1
10e
BEER
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Men's Basketball
Dormitory A Division
Red League
Old Gold Oak 6-0
Weasels 5-1
1$ hilt' League
11 's 6-0
Nellie'. 4-2
Dorm/wry 11 Division
1.eagiie
Dingcrs Raiders 7-0
York 69'ers B 5-1
Brown League
Spacemen 7-0
Pit (2rev. 5-2
Scrodmos 5-2
Velluti. I eilgile
Crabs 6-0
Kcggers 5-1
Bine /.etiglit•
Star Dunn 6-0
Hack Door Angels 5-1
Intramural wrapup
Puri* League
BJ 's 6-0
Bob's Lounger 5-1
Beige League
Skimmers 5-1
Hymen 5-1
Gray League
Bud men 6-0
Independent
Gold League
Cod Fish 8-0
Gamblers 7-1
Black & Blue League
Boat People 8-0
Jacks 7-1
Ice Hockey.
Wanderers-12, All Dunn-2
SC-14, PGD-0
DTD-10, SN-2
PEK-13, DU-1
SAE-7, ATO-2
SPE-14, TC-5
Men's Racquetball Doubles
Dorm A Division
Rocketeers 7-0
York Raiders 7-1
Dorm B Division
Red League
Z Shots 5-0
Blue League
Hancock 1 4-0
White League
Okinawans 5-0
Chester'. 4-1
Orange League
Penthouse N 5-0
Fraternity /1 Division
American League
PEK A4-0
National League
ATO A 4-1
AGR A 6-0
American League
BTP B 2-0
National League
SN B 5-0
bidependent Division
A League
J.C.'s 7-0
Magnum Force 5-0
B League
('anoers 6-0
Bowling
Dormitory Final Standings
Oxford Strikers 58-7
Pin pounders 57-8
1BJ's 51-14
Leading 1)0 tilers
Robbi Hood of Alley
Cats—I13.3 .
Jim Killam ot Pinpounders-109
Bert Neale% of Penthouse
-108.4
Your Valentine's Day Messages...
Claire. Knock three times on the wall
if you'll date me - give me back my
magazine if you won't.
Susan.
If You Love Something.
Set it free.
If it comes back to you.
It's yours.
If it doesn't.
It never was.
Pete
Deverona--15 times, pole vaulters.
fish tank water, half breed, all the
good times. Happy Valentine's day!
Ugly Feet
To the young RA--Happy Valentine's
day! Thanks for always being there.
The young Freshmen
Wishing our favorite roommate a
happy Valentine's Day. ..with love.
your little buddy and me.
Jaync--Aujourd'hui. demain. et
toujours! Steffan
Hun.
You are the only one on my mind
You are the only one I love
Saying "I love you" is so easy
Because to me. you are everything
under the sun.
And from my heart to yours I wish
You the Very Happiest Valentine's
Day.
To me you are the "Spectrum of
Love."
I Love You
Love Always and Forever.
T.M.
Big Tom:
Recall the role of viscous fluids in the
lateral transmission of tactile stimuli
Further research in this area is
recommended for your personal
growth. Maybe I'll sneeze. Please
sign my chest again. You can have
the ant farm.
"Museum Piece"
Birdless--Thank you for 676 days of
fun. I love you
--now and always.
Eli,.
Happy Valentine's Day to Lynn.
Kimbo. Janie, Annie. Sue and
c„
 Renee from Chris, Kevin. Jimmy.
Dave and Jeff.
Dear Alphahead.
Happy Valentine's Day
Love your Suedee.
S.
Roses are red
Violets are blue
You're the greatest, Bruce
I love you.
Love. Janet.
Dave M.--I'm glad we could work
things out this semester.' wish we
could have done it sooner. I hope we
can be forever friends. I love you.
B.L.
Bill--Happy Valentine's day in New
York City. Thinking of you on this
special day. Much love. Melanie
Karen--As your Knight-in-shining
Armour I'm not going to steal your
heart on Valentine's day. but we're
going to share mine. Keep smilin'.
You're beautiful!!!
Fran
Sigma Kappas:
'You all' are great! Things are
super and 'I'm excited'! I'll miss
you're smiling faces, but ii won't be
long 'til April!
Take care and live. 'One Heart,
One Way'.
Love. Cindy
To mah Valentine Danny C. of MPBN:
How'd y'll lahk tuh dub mah tape?
Candy
Dearest Neil--No more humiliation
but keep whips and chains handy!
I love you. Sue
Mish & Al
Tom & Beth
Gar & Sonya
Happy Heart's Day!
I love you
Mar
Ugly Feet--Happy Valentine's Day to
the world's best friend and
roommate. Love. Deverona
Happy Valentine's day to my track
star. Je Cathie, even if you'll never
pole vault again.
Chuckles-
Roses are red
Violets are blue
If you'll be my Valentine
I'll be yours too!
Welcome home! Love, Heids
Edward--I love you! Will you be my
Valentine? Love, Kristin X0X0
P.S. P.W. loves P.
Belfast Boys--Will you be our
Valentine? We will be yours when
you start yelling Flush. Love, Anne.
Beth, Karen. Kris
To Sue--My long legged lover.
Love Pete
G.B.M. A very Happy Valentine's
Day. Keep up the good work, Love.
J.G.M. • S.M. M.M.
Can't sing or dance so instead I write
to you Happy Valentine's day
Phi Mu Mark
Andree—we go Barbados or maybe
just climb in sun at Gunks-love ya
anyway - your little penguin.
Happy 210 Valentine's day Francene
Mozambique Smilin Trees Love ya
Kisses - George and Eddie 210
C.N.B.--I think we have something
special and I hope you do too. I'll
love you forever. Bill
To John Lennon (of York Hall)
Happy Valentine's day from Ognir
Rats and Egroey Nessirrah
Happy Valentine's Day to Gloeye;
Tom. my father and Lynneguyping.
from Eye-of-Donna and Jolynn-guy-
ping
Prof. Arm--Happy 31st Sweetheart
Dance Anniversary & Happy
Valentine's Day. Love. Mrs. M.
Steve Betts: A special Valentine's
thank you for being such a
Gentleman. We all think you're a
sweetheart. The Girls at The Maine
Campus.
PAULA M.--Three pounds plus of
Valentine's Day love and admiration
to a wonderful gal. D.L. & P.J.
EVN--I know I drive you crazy, but
I'm worth it and you deserve it. Your
little wierdo.
To KMH--I'll love you today.
tomorrow, and forever. Thanks for
being the best part of my life.
Lots of Love,
SHH
Deadhead--Just a covert expression
of affection. Wish I could kiss you
every time I see you. Your secret
Lover.
Beth--Happy Valentine's day- To
know you is to love you; and I know
you very much! Chirp. chirp-tweet
tweet! -Rhett
Deb--Thanks for a great time with
your sisters-sorry I'm an animal.
Hold my tie Rich
To Kaze, who turned my life to
Spring: I think of you always. Love.
E.
To Glutius Maximus--My heart
throbs with endearing compulsion.
Love. Your Stud Cowboy
Donna Lee- Happy Valentine's Day.
Life here just isn't the same without
you in the darkroom. DCLR
Happy Valentine's day and good luck
to the Kappa Sigmas. With love
from the Stardusters.
Sandi—Keep learnin', keep giving
and I'll try to give twice back. All my
love. Steve
To my favorite DJ: The greatest
conquerors are those who conquer
themselves. I want you to be happy
as you have always wanted for me.
When it's time, don't forget about
that short little blonde that waits for
you. Lose always. Allison
Happy Valentine's Day and much
love to the brothers of Alpha Gamma
Rho Love. Melanie
Jeff--Life is exactly like a vacuum
cleaner when you're not around. I
adore you.
To my darling T.R.S.--Baby. you're
the best-and I'm glad I've got you! I
love you! Beth
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
Billy, Sean, Bruce. JP and Ricky
from your Zooloo Warrior and
Tammi
To L.B.F.
From the bottom of my heart with all
my love. Happy Valentine's day!
"The Captain"
To the girl without her glasses--
I'll save them for you anytime. Just
ask. Yours, ,
Jose
C.S.--Although the distance apart
may be 220, the closeness we share
is the greatest. Love, T.A.
Eileen--I love you, you sexy thing.
Love. the Muffin man
Slug Dink Rag Dorf Wimp
Happy Valentine's
Bounce
Tracy P.--Because I don't say it
enough: I love you. P.
Happy Valentine's day Trish Duzen.
Get set for a great weekend. Love.
Corey
C--Let's get the white negligee out
and have some fun. G
Bart,
Roses are red
Violets are blue
On Valentine's Day
I'm thinking of you
S.S.
Huggy Buns--Molson. Spleef and me
for Valentine's Day. Sounds like
A.N.M.K.S. Love ya. WOO
Mark K.H.--Don't worry, I still
respect you. Have a freaky Friday.
Fun Loving Freda
Al. Howard. Mark. (utter chaos)
We love you. US
James
--What would you think if I
said I missed you? Bonne chance
avec "Susan Anton." mon ami.
Diane
Bo, A weekend to remember!
Cheers!
Happy Valentine's Day Fickle
Francois. Remember never in public
and N.D.U.D. Love.Three Hearts
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